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his story starts about six years ago when the British
Columbia Ministry of Wildlife decided to put up a
Roosevelt elk permit for auction. The Foundation
for North American Wild Sheep was selected to auction
the permit off at their national conventions. I was very
interested in this permit as a mature Roosevelt elk was
high on my wish list. I’ve bid on this permit every year,
but it always went for more than I could justify spending.
Finally, in 2009 at the Hunter’s Convention in Salt Lake
City, I was the lucky high bidder. Boy was I ever excited.
Buying the tag is one thing, ﬁnding the right
outﬁtter that would allow me to hunt the way I wanted
to was another. I talked with a couple of the outﬁtters
on Vancouver Island, but I did not like their programs.
Then, through a longtime friend of mine named Tom
Stanway, I got hooked up with Brad Lister of Coastal Inlet
Adventures. Brad is based out of Powell River which is
located on the Sunshine Coast and is part of the mainland
of British Columbia. This is an unbelievably beautiful
piece of coastline with countless miles of inlets that this
permit allowed us to hunt. Brad and I put together a great
program that allowed me to show up four days early, do
some scouting and even attend the Coastal Inlet annual
barbeque. What a great time with great people.
September 1st ﬁnally arrived and Brad, Tom and
I were able to start hunting. We were staying in one of
Brad’s ﬂoat houses up at the end of an inlet. We got up
early and headed out to glass some logging blocks and
check out some areas where we had seen some fresh sign.
We found a bull with ﬁve cows, but decided that he needed
a few years to grow yet. That evening, we took the boat
and looked at a logging block out in the main inlet. There
were three bulls there, but they were also too small. We
made our way back to the ﬂoat house. Tom is a great cook
so we never went hungry. Was a great day!
Day two found us back out on the water again.
Tom dropped Brad and me off where we had seen the
three bulls the night before. We wanted to see if there was
more there than we could see from the water. Brad and
I hiked the logging block and only found the same three
small bulls. So, we had Tom pick us up and we headed
north to look at some other areas. We found lots of sign,
but no more elk. Meanwhile, the weather was starting to
turn on us and we needed to make some decisions on what
we were going to do. We headed back to the ﬂoat house
for a two hour boat ride in the wind and rough water. It
was supposed to start raining and there were high winds
predicted to hit the coast, so we decided to pack up and
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head for Brad’s house in Powell River.
Tom and I went back to Seachelt and got his boat taken
care of, loaded all our gear in my pickup and headed north
to catch a ferry to Powell River. That evening we watched
some video that Brad had taken the year before of some
elk. We were blown away! One of the bulls was amazing.
I asked Brad if he had seen that bull this year yet and he
said that he had not been up to that area to look. I said that
I knew where we were going ﬁrst thing in the morning and
we all agreed.
The 2008 video showed the bull as a 7x7 with
great mass and point length. I did not sleep too much
that night with that video playing in my head. Not to
mention that I was going to try to shoot an elk with my
muzzleloader. I shoot an Ultimate Muzzleloader 50 cal.
Stealth with a Christensen Arms barrel and stock. My
scope of choice is a Swarovski 4x12 BT. The bullets are
275-grain Fury pushed by 3 triple 7 magnum pellets. The
binoculars I use are Leica 10x42 Geovids. My gear set up
is an unbelievable combination that has proven itself in the
ﬁeld over and over again.
We were up early and drove about an hour to get
close to where Brad had taken the video in 2008. As it was
just getting light, we crept up over a rise and were shocked
to see the bull right in front of us with twelve cows. Wow,
what a sight! Brad was quick to get the video going as Tom
and I looked through our binos to size him up. This bull
had gone from a 7x7 to a 9x10 and had 66 inches of mass,
along with great point length. He was crowned out on top
like he was the king. Once we had decided to go ahead and
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bull instantly went down. I started
reloading with Tom helping pick
up my tools. I then moved down to
a big log for a better rest. Suddenly,
the bull stood back up. We could see,
even with a naked eye, that the bull
was hit good. He looked like he was
going to go right back down, but he
just stood there. So, I shot him again
right in the same place. The second
shot rocked him good, but he still did
not go down. While I was reloading,
the bull turned around and, when he
got broadside, I gave him another
round. That shot put him down for

try to shoot, the bull had had enough
of us and took off with his cows. Boy,
were we excited. We decided to go back
to Brad’s house and look at the video to
get a better idea of just how big this bull
really was. Of course, that’s also where
breakfast was being served.
The video conﬁrmed my ﬁrst
impression of the size and mass this bull
had. He was a true trophy Roosevelt
elk. We thought that he would probably
surpass the current muzzleloader world
record held by Jim Shockey. We went
back out early and got in position to
glass the area where the herd had gone
into the timber that morning. What a

good. What a tough bull! It took three
perfect shots to take him down. He
absorbed a lot of energy.
We were excited beyond words
to have had the opportunity to hunt and
harvest such a great trophy Roosevelt
elk. We decided to name this elk Merlin
the Magician as he kept performing his
disappearing act. We took some pictures
and video before it got dark and then got
Merlin all set up for his photo shoot in
the morning. It was a great morning to
be on the mountain, especially to be
with new and old friends and be able to
pack out such a tremendous bull.

I want to thank Brad Lister
of Coastal Inlet Adventures for his
hospitality, great guide territory and
Johnny. I’d also like to thank Tom
Stanway, my longtime friend, who
put me in touch with Brad. You’re
a great cook there Buddy and you
motivated me to buy this permit - I
could not have done it without you.
I owe thanks as well to The British
Columbia Ministry of Wildlife
for putting together such a great
Roosevelt elk management program.
I am sad to hear that this permit will
not be offered again in the future.

Tale of the Tape
Number of points
Inside spread
Total mass
Total abnormal points
Total score

9x9
31 5/8
65 5/8
34 7/8
373 2/8

RIGHT ANTLER
Main beam length
Length T1
Length T2
Length T3
Length T4
Length T5
Circumference C1
Circumference C2
Circumference C3
Circumference C4
Total

41 1/8
14 3/8
16 0/8
22 2/8
17 4/8
9 4/8
10 6/8
7 3/8
8 2/8
6 3/8
153 4/8

LEFT ANTLER
Main beam length
Length T1
Length T2
Length T3
Length T4
Length T5
Circumference C1
Circumference C2
Circumference C3
Circumference C4
Total
54

42 2/8
15 3/8
14 1/8
22 2/8
16 3/8
10 0/8
10 7/8
7 4/8
7 3/8
7 1/8
153 2/8
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nice fall afternoon. The sun was
shining and I had a nice, comfortable
stump to lean up against. Suddenly,
I woke up to Brad saying, “Hey Al,
the elk are out.” Boy, two hours
go by fast while snoozing on the
mountain dreaming about huge elk.
The herd had come out about 500
yards further up the clear cut from
where they had been that morning.
We watched for awhile and took
more video. Unfortunately, the wind
was wrong for a stalk, so we just
watched until dark and backed out
hoping they would be close in the
morning. Wow! What an exciting
day.
We were back up on the
mountain at daybreak, but couldn’t
see the elk herd. We hunted all day
without seeing the elk we were
looking for and I ﬁgured that we had
blown the opportunity to harvest this
monster bull. Brad just smiled and
said, “Al, he lives right here and
we will ﬁnd him again.” We woke
the next morning to the wind and
hard rain that the Paciﬁc Northwest
is famous for and headed up to the
logging block. We spotted a couple
of blacktail deer and a small bull,

but not the big guy and his girls. So,
we decided to go look in a different
clearing a couple of miles away. We
were driving past a swamp when we
spotted elk. There they were, twenty
yards off the main road bedded in the
swamp. We bailed out and got on the
bull, but it was so thick and raining
so hard that I did not take the shot
for fear of losing him in the jungle
and hard rain. The elk moved off
into the timber and we drove off to
try and make a plan for the evening.
We didn’t see the bull that night or
the next morning; and I started to get
nervous again. However, Brad was
still sure that we would run into the
big bull again soon.
On the evening of
September 6th, I found myself
sneaking through the clearing above
the swamp. The clouds parted,
the rain stopped, and the sun was
setting brilliantly in the west when
Tom whispered, “Hey boys! There’s
an elk!” Brad soon spotted another
cow feeding below us. We snuck up
a little further around a big stump
and saw the monster bull 100 yards
below us. I quickly got set up on the
shooting sticks and took the shot. The
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